Guild News
4/4/2007 11:19 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Wow, it has been quite some time since I posted any news about the guild. I guess that's partly because
there's not much new to tell at this point. I am prettly much buried deeply in Tyria, Cantha, and Elona
getting my myriad of characters through the chapters. I will be updating the web site with the new stats
and skills for my toons this week and piecing together some more of the guides to finally get some more
of them posted. I now have finished off Tyria and am just about to polish off Cantha within the next week
or so.
With Anet's decision to cancel the campaigns and create a brand new game instead, I am looking
towards the summer months to do the bulk of the web and game guide work and uploading. Hopefully,
this break before the release of the explansion will also allow me to do some active recruiting for the
guide, and to actually try to meet up with the rest of my non-family guildies in-game for the first time
(finally!!). Also, be sure to post your comments on this change of direction for GW in the forum.
In the mean time, you'll most likely find me in the Crystal Desert and and Jade Sea these next two weeks.
After that, I will be taking a return to Elona now that I have gotten all the toons to the Desert.

Peace Out!!

Hanok Odbrook
9/9/2006 4:04 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Oh, the Gates of Oblivion for time to play and get the guide done!!! We are less than a week away from
the Pre-Order for C3 hitting the store shelves, so make sure you get your copies before they run out. As
usual, I am trying to put as much time into getting my four mains (Korbin/Osiria & Korina/Jia He) through
both chapters to prepare for Nightfall's release next month (and yet a whole new guide to try and get done
before C4 in seven months).
At any rate, I have finally gotten the mission guide for the Maguuma Jungle done and uploaded and will
try to at least get the South Kryta missions up by the end of the weekend as well. I am also hoping to
upload the Kaineng City quests for Factions this weekend as well, and will begin work on writing the guide
for the storyline missions in this area. Also look for guides on the Challenge missions in Factions as well.
That's it for now. I'll be in game a lot this weekend and the middle of this coming week, so if any of you
guys are on, I'll send a PM so we can finally at least meet up. I'm saving up some gold to add more NPCs
to the hall, so if you wish to donate towards this fund, it will be much appreciated.

Good luck and good hunting

Hanok Odbrook
8/14/2006 12:15 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Hello, Guild Members. I must apologize for not making more of an effort to try to meet you guys in game,
but naturally, I want to get as much ofthe guide and website up to date as possible, so it's hard trying to
divide up my in-game time with my out-game time and still make sure I'm taking care of the guild as a
proper leader should.
At any rate, I've added a map of the Pre-Searing Catacombs from Prophecies now that a recent update

let's the area come up on the mini-map UI (press "u" to bring it up). I have also updated a couple of the
quests guides as the Shing Jea Island quest "Bog Beast of Bokku" can also be completed by Tyrian
characters, and the Shiverpeak/Griffon's Mouth quest given by Aiden - "To Kryta: Journey's End" can be
completed by Canthan characters, in addition to the Krytan quests they can complete as indicated.
I will also try to get the Maguuma Jungle and South Krytan mission guides done and uploaded as soon as
possible, and have been working on the Kaineng City area as best as I can. It looks like I will need a little
help with the Kaineng City and Crystal Desert missions, though, so if anyone is able to help out while I am
on-line this week, it would be much appreciated.
On a final note, since the guide is taking up so much of my gaming time at the moment, if any members
would like to act as guild recruitment officers both in-game and out-game, please contact me and let me
know you would be willing to help our guild grow larger. I really want us to try to get into some PvP and
GvG action, and will need more members to be a competative guild in that area. This will lead to a
promotion to official guild officer in game.

Good Journey, and we'll see everyone in Elonia soon!!
Hanok Odbrook
7/12/2006 11:29 AM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Greetings Guild Members, just a quick note to let you know that we have added the 4th quest guide to the
Documents folder which covers the Maguuma Jungle and Crystal Destert quests. We are still working on
getting the Jungle map uploaded (first have to clear out the Aurora Glade end area and finish off the
bonus - help here is welcome as it is at any time). We have eliminated the Advisor in the Guild Member
rankings and adjusted a couple of the others to make the rankings more streamlined. As a reminder,
anyone who wishes to be promoted to a higher ranking need only petition the Leaders and Officers by
using the Real Millennium Group contact form. Thanks to all!! Hanok Odbrook
6/3/2006 4:21 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Greetings all! If you haven't noticed already, the Guild Hall has arrived. We are currently working on
building up our gold stocks to purchase NPC's for the hall - the Xunlai Agent will be the first to be added.
We are also still furiously working on the guide for both Prophecies and Factions. The Shing Jea map
should be up later this week. From this point on, we will also be posting the approx. % of the map you
should have explored thus far while working for the Master Cartographers Titles for both Tyria and
Cantha. At this point, Shing Jea looks to be about 22% of Cantha and the first couple of Maguuma Jungle
areas bring your characters to about 45% of Tryia. The final percentages will be captioned with the map
images. I hope to meet some of you this week in the hall and party up for some exploration!
3/28/2006 5:34 PM Posted by

HanokOdbrook

Hello, everyone. We're fresh off the Beta event for Factions, so we'll be posting our thoughts on the new
chapter shortly, and hope you will do the same.
We have uploaded the Quest Guide for the Northern Shiverpeaks and have updated the Ruins of Ascalon
guide to reflect some changes made in recent game updates. We'll probably have to do one more update
to both guides as we run our last Chapter One characters through the missions. We'll also update if
anything new comes up for the new professions in Factions. The Mission Guide for the Northern
Shiverpeaks Borlis Pass and Frost Gate missions will also be forthcoming in the next week or two as we
get time to write it all up.
We have also uploaded the explorable areas of the Northern Shiverpeaks to the Guild Wars Maps
section.

Hanok Odbrook
Truth * Knowledge * Peace
3/8/2006 11:08 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
As an added feature in this spot, we will list the days and times that our Guild Leader and/or Officer will
be logged on and playing Guild Wars (if all goes well).
At times we will be working on getting information for the guide or to update the Guild website. During
those times, we will have the "Do Not Disturb" sign up on the Friends UI (pressing "N" while in game will
bring up the Friends window - pressing "G" will bring up the Guild window).
At those times, we ask that no whispers or other forms of contact be made so that we may finish as
quickly as possible. At any other time, please feel free to contact us and join us on an adventure especially since we may forget to check to see if any other guild mates are logged on during these times.
As long as we don't have the "Do Not Disturb" sign up, we encourage you to send a whisper, even if just
to meet briefly in-game.
Upcoming gaming dates:
(all times are US Eastern Time Zone)
Friday 3/10 - after 6:00 pm
Saturday 3/11 - 7:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sunday 3/12 - 11:00 am to 7:00 pm
Monday 3/13 - after 6:00 pm
Tuesday 3/14 - 7:00 am to 5:00 pm
Wednesday 3/15 - after 6:00 pm
Be sure to join us on the weekend of the 24th-26th of March for the Factions Beta Event. We'll be
using our Beta Account for this event unless we can also use our current characters (unsure of
whether that option will be supported or not - I will have to check on the GW site to see if the info
is there). At any rate, we hope to meet the rest of our small guild and do some adventuring
together
Here's a list of our characters, and the furthest outpost/town they have reached:

Korbin - Lion's Arch/Diviniy Coast/Beacon's Perch
Hanok - Yak's Bend
Landemora - Lion's Arch/Beetleton/Beacon's Perch
Lord Armnoth - Sardelac Sanitarium
Adalina - Sardelac Sanitarium
Osiria - Yak's Bend
Shanna - Lion's Arch/Beetleton/Beacon's Perch
Aeryn - Pre-Searing
2/15/2006 11:18 AM Posted by

HanokOdbrook

Welcome to the redesigned The Real Millennium Group community. This group will now be used as the
free web space for the Guild members, officers, andleaders of the RMG Guild Wars Guild.
We haven't deleted any of the previous content or members, but have rearranged a few things as original
members can see. The group is now set up so that only Guild members can join. For those who are guild
members, the links on the right are your navigation window to the community.

What's New gives a brief look at the recent updates to the group.
News & Events is a announcement board to let you know what's going on.
Pictures is where we have all the screen shots of our adventures in Tyria and
beyond.
Guild Wars Maps are screen shots of the explorable areas of the game world.
Documents plays host to our downloadable Quest and Mission guides.
We'll see everyone in the game - don't forget GW: Factions is set to debut in April, with another global
beta event on March 24th. Be sure to go to an official forum to let Anet know what you want to see in the
game (hint: more account storage and character slots!!!)

Hanok Odbrook
Real Millennium Group Guild
3/20/2005 6:42 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Hello all, I just wanted to drop in a quick line to welcome our newest official member of the Real
Millennium Group:
Avdeeva Ekaterina
hailing from Russia - our first member from that country!!!
We now have 66 official members - I'll try to get the map updated as soon as I can.
Thanks!!
Jim B.
Founder & President
12/3/2004 10:03 PM Posted by
HanokOdbrook
Well, things certainly have been interesting since entering the 21st Century. At any rate, the RMG Prez
has recently begun a new job in retail, which is taking up much of his current time - so any planned
updates to the site and to the Wizardry section have been delayed until after the holidays.
Our 1st VP continues her studies at Westminster Choir College, and our 2nd VP has recently purchased
a home in the City of Brotherly Love.
Look for the rest of our AOL web pages to be converted to Homestead in the new year, as well as the
completion for the main walkthrough and maps of the first Wizardry Scenario. Site changes will be noted
on our update page.

Happy Holidays

and at the much determined risk of not being P.C.

Merry CHRISTMAS!!!!

